TO ALL WHO PAID DUES AT THE FEBRUARY MEETING, THANK YOU!

IF YOU HAVEN'T PAID (REDUCED TO $30) 2012 DUES PLEASE BRING TO MEETING OR

DUES CAN BE MAILED (PAYABLE TO CHICAGO AUDIO SOCIETY) TO:

BILL SWEET
500 HUNTINGTON COMMONS RD #447
MT PROSPECT, IL 60056

APRIL MEETING - AMR DP-777 DIGITAL PROCESSOR with TOUCHSCREEN MUSIC SERVER and TRANSMISSION AUDIO M1i LOUDSPEAKERS PRESENTED BY BRIAN WALSH OF ESSENTIAL AUDIO

Brian Walsh of Essential Audio (www.essentialaudio.com) will present the Abbingdon Music Research (AMR) DP-777 Digital Processor with touchscreen music server and Transmission Audio M1i speakers. The latter were reviewed recently in Positive Feedback

http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue60/transmission.htm

The rest of the system will include Atma-Sphere electronics and a Kuzma turntable.
Information for the AMR DP-777 Digital Processor can be found at:

http://www.amr-audio.co.uk/html/dp777_individual.html

http://www.stereophile.com/content/abbingdon-music-research-dp-777-da-processor

Product information for Transmission Audio M1i speaker:

http://www.transmissionaudio.com/images/M1i_info.pd

Do bring your favorite vinyl and see you all Sunday!

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

PLEASE NOTE!  THERE WILL BE A MAY MEETING!

SUNDAY, MAY 20, 2-5PM   ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL

TIM RYAN of SIMPLIFI AUDIO ( www.simplifiaudio.com ) will present the
GRADIENT REVOLUTION LOUDSPEAKERS with GRADIENT DIPOLE
SUBWOOFERS. The new dSPEAKER 2.0 ANTI-MODE AUDIO PROCESSOR
may be on demo, pending availability.